An approach for COFFEE objective function to global DNA multiple sequence alignment.
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is one of the most important tasks in bioinformatics and it can be used to prediction of structures or functions of unknown proteins and to phylogenetic tree reconstruction. There are many heuristics to perform multiple sequence alignment, as Progressive Alignment, Ant Colony, Genetic Algorithms, among others. Along the years, some tools were proposed to perform MSA and MSA-GA is one of them. The MSA-GA is a tool based on Genetic Algorithm to perform multiple sequence alignment and its results are generally better than other well-known tools in bioinformatics, as Clustal W. The COFFEE objective function was implemented in the MSA-GA in order to allow it to produce better alignments to less similar sequence sets of proteins. Nonetheless, the COFFEE objective function is not suited do perform multiple sequence alignment of nucleotides. Thus, we have modified the COFFEE objective function, previously implemented in the MSA-GA, to allow it to obtain better results also to sequences of nucleotides. Our results have shown that our approach has achieved better results in all cases when compared with standard COFFEE and most of cases when compared with WSP for all test cases from BAliBase and BRAliBase. Moreover, our results are more reliable because their standard deviations have less variation.